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Abstract. We consider both invasion percolation and standard Bernoulli bond per-
colation on the Z 2 lattice. Denote by Ψ' and ^ the invasion cluster and the occupied
cluster of the origin, respectively. Let Yn — YV\ [—n,n]2, and

%n = PPc{f€ ΓΊ the boundary of [-n,nf + 0 ) .

Let ε > 0 be given. Here we show that, with a probability tending to 1,

n *ιn •=. \? n\ =. n }ln

Assuming the existence of an exponent 1/p for πn, it can be seen that with proba-
bility tending to one

n 2-l/p-ε < \yr\ < ^2-1/p+e ̂

Moreover, by den Nijs' and Nienhuis et aΓs computations,

Λ1.8958389583...-ε — ^ 1 + ϋ - ε < \iT I < ft1 + H + ε = Λ l 8958389583...+ε

with a probability tending to one. The result matches Wilkinson and Willemsen's
numerical computation i^n ~ n1 8 9. The method allows us also to show the same
argument for any planar graph. Therefore, any two planar invasion clusters have
the same fractal dimension 2 — - if one believes "universality."

Furthermore, the escape time of the invasion cluster is considered in this paper.
More precisely, denote by hn the first time that the invasion cluster escapes from
[—n,ή]2. We here can show that with a probability tending to one

n2~επn ^ hn ^ n2+Eπn .

Finally, invasion percolation with trapping is considered in this paper. Denote
by

$n = {the number of bonds trapped by the invasion cluster before time n} .
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